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Soul Food Thanksgiving Holiday is a full-color cookbook of classic soul food (or Southern) holiday

(including Christmas) dishes made using whole food that delivers big flavor. Written by Saveur Blog

Awards finalist and cooking video presenter, Kendra Valentine (www.Americulinariska.com), special

care was taken to develop recipes that would produce the traditional holiday dishes, but with the

love, flavor, and respect they deserve. Written to appeal to new and old cooks alike, this digital book

contains genuine recipes not to be found anywhere online. I offer context on every technique, a little

history, a full shopping list, and measurements in both U.S and metric, so those of you cooking

outside the U.S can get down in the kitchen too! Despite the holidayÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s troubling history,

Thanksgiving is known today as an occasion to express gratitude and celebrate community. Each

in-depth recipe personally guides you through the cooking process as if we are preparing the

holiday meal together. No robotic instructions! Just comforting ingredients and well-executed

cooking that suits every palate.#SoulFoodThanksgivingIncluded:A full menu of recipes, a little

history, tips & tricks, and a full shopping list! Visit www.Americulinariska.com for

extras!Recipes:Herb-Butter Roasted TurkeyGiblet Gravy (made with so much love it will steal the

show!)Baked Mac & Cheese (emphasis on the cheese!)Cornbread DressingCollard Greens (with

the best potlikker ever)Potato Salad (Don't worry, I got you!)Candied YamsJellied Cranberry

SauceAlso...Sweet Potato PiePecan Pie
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I'm always on the look-out for cookbooks that will help me recreate the food I miss from the US

without a lot of fuss. Soul Food Thanksgiving by Kendra Valentine fits the bill. The recipes are

straightforward and easy to follow. An added bonus is that she does NOT recommend using

anything pre-made or processed. This makes me exceedingly happy. I am one of those people who

believe in making things from scratch. Food just tastes better that way.Kendra's writing style is

mellow and conversational while still being informative. She does not overcomplicate the recipes,

and she takes you through every step of making a delicious and memorable meal. The menu she

suggests is perfect--even when it's not Thanksgiving and you simply need the taste of home. :) I

give Soul Food Thanksgiving two thumbs up!

Overall a solid book with good recipes and all presented in a conversational style and is easy to

follow.Only comment would be that some of the fonts don't translate well to smaller device screens,

but that is a minor issue.Loved the book overall and many of these items can be enjoyed year round

(the Mac and cheese and the potato salad were tried and will be tried again) :)

Great book filled with easy to follow recipes. All of these recipes can made anytime of the year but

for me it was just right on time for the holidays. I tried out the mac and cheese with a few changes

but definitely my go to recipe when I need it.

I love the recipes, the background stories and the shopping lists at the back! The recipes are so

easy to follow and made me feel good just reading them.Although the recipes can be used any time,

I look forward to Christmas to try some more of them.Love being able to have the cookbook in my

phone!

The recipes are easy to follow and my thanksgiving meal was perfect!

I like the personal approach and to read the stories around thanksgiving with some personal



anecdotes. This makes it authentic and you can really sense the heart and soul put into the writing

and the recipes. I also like the layout and the way the recipes are written with some tricks and

advice. This book encourages also me as a German to cook some Thanksgiving soulfood and invite

family and friends over :) And I will also send a copy to my california family! I think it also makes a

really nice christmas present!

You will want to use this cookbook ALL year long, not just for the Thanksgiving meal. Great recipes

when you are looking for comfort food. I liked that the recipes are easy to follow and not overburden

with too many ingredients. The author provides great tips that made me a better cook. I leaned

tricks that I now use in cooking other recipes. My favorite recipes in the book were the pecan pie &

sweet potato pie. Definitely a great recipe book for Thanksgiving and other special times.

I just did the Mac N Cheese and the Potato salad to accompany dinner two days ago. I'm preparing

to do the turkey, cornbread dressing and sweet potato pie for thanksgiving. The recipes are really

easy to follow.
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